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Xlibris, Corp. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 134 pages. Dimensions: 8.3in. x 5.3in. x 0.5in.As the third in a musicological trilogy that
seeks objective answers to physical and metaphysical questions by way of musical ratios and proportions, this book may start with the acoustical
properties of vibrating strings, but it certainly does not stop there. Rather, it goes on to attack some of the thorniest issues facing quantum physics
today, including why string theory, as it is presently conceived, doesnt work; what is missing in the physicists understanding of missing information;
and how the real cause underlying the perceived inflation of the universe is, in fact, due to the power laws inherent in vibrating strings. The
surprising answers are neither wholly mathematical nor totally philosophical, but result from the reconciling perspective of music theory, the real
M-theory. Moving beyond the sterile and secular world-view of the physicists, the author introduces into the equation the sacred metaphysical soul
principle, now viewed as the holographic membrane whose sole function is to gather and store information and thus serve as the anti-entropic
force within the universe. The properties of the soul, being movement and expansion, have long been associated with the figure called the
lambdoma, and with the ancient diatonic scale that naturally forms within it, known as The Scale of the Soul of the World and Nature. With uncanny
insight, the author shows how there is not one, but three musical scales-diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic-which form of their own accord
within the expanding lambdoma. These informing musical scales become the obvious links to the three branes of the quantum physicists, at the
same time providing substantive evidence for why a three brain system is absolutely essential for the completion of the soul of man-an idea that
students of the Gurdjieff Work will...
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